Metodology
Although the current pandemic situation forces us to schedule the celebration of
CIPAE2021 in a virtual format, if circumstances allow it, some activities could be
face-to-face. Decisions regarding the same will be made in August 2021. Until then,
we will offer information on this website regarding the virtual methodology that we
will use and, where appropriate, it would be complemented with face-to-face
assistance.
The headquarters of the congress is the Department of Psychology of the UNED, in
the Ciudad Universitaria of Madrid (Spain).
During the Congress, only the members of the Organizing Committee and some of
the speakers (who participate by giving conferences, coordinating symposia or
round tables) may be present at the headquarters of the CIPAE2021.
Congressmen (both those who present contributions and those who participate with
their attendance) will attend thanks to the telematic tools that will be available for
it. That’ s why it will be necessary to have internet connection and it is
recommended to have a webcam and a microphone.
There will be four virtual activity rooms: some of them will offer simultaneous
activities, so that each congressman can choose those that are most interesting. Most
of the activities will be recorded and will be available once over, so that the
participants in this congress will be able to access (including the live shows and the
recordings) to all the activities scheduled.
Since speakers can give their presentations in both English and Spanish, the
activities will be subtitled (Spanish -> English or English -> Spanish).
The congressmen will be able to interact with the speakers simultaneously (while
the activity is taking place), by chatting or using video and audio tools, thanks to the

connections of the videoconferencing platform that we will use. The congressmen
can also contact each speaker asynchronously.
The congress will take place in four virtual rooms: The Main Room (Principal), the
Emotions Room (Emociones), the Movement Room (Movimientos) and the
Thoughts Room (Pensamientos).
The program will indicate the activities and schedules of these rooms, in some cases
the rooms will schedule simultaneous activities. Access to these rooms will be done
using the passwords that the congressmen will receive by email with all the
necessary technical and formal indications for telematic participation in the
congress.

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION ABOUT POSSIBLE ATTENDANCE
The possibility of attending in person will be decided in August 2021. Those who,
when registering for CIPAE2021, indicate their desire to attend in person will be
invited in order of application until the capacity allowed by legal regulations at that
time is fulfilled.
Since the usual restaurant services will not be available in the campus, attendees will
be able to purchase tickets for coffees and lunch (€ 60, which must be paid when
collecting the credentials) since this service is not included in the registration price
to congress.

